When resonant cavities are separated from relatively small obstacles by long waveguides, either multiple resonances or resonant frequency shifts may occur. This long line effect is explored for both transmission and reflection cavities and is found to be much more serious in the former than in the latter casA. It can usually be eliminated by matching procedures.
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I. Introduction
When cavities are separated from relatively small discontinuities by long transmission lines, one can, to a first order, expect both cavity resonances and resonances of the system formed by the long lines and the discontinuities adjacent to them. The latter are closely spaced and in part presumably fall into or near the cavity resonant region. Such situations can be expected to 0 pull" the actual cavity resonant frequencies to a larger or lesser extent, depending on the detailed parmeters involved. These "long line" effects are explored below for both transmission and reflection cavities.
Work in this connection was first stimulated by the unexpected appearance of multiple, relatively closely spaced, transmission@ of a transmission cavity located between two long waveguides. The subsequent difficulty of deciding on n the" cavity resonance and the disparity between the measured 5 cavity resonant frequencies" of this cavity as the measurement was repeated several times, with what seemed to be very slight variations, necessitated a detailed analysis.
A simple microwave configuration which might give rise to the long line effect is shown in Fig. 1 , typical patterns of transmitted power in It is in this representation, and a comparable one in the reflection cavity case, which is analized below.
This effect has presumably found its way into many measurements involving long waveguides and cavities, notably measurements at cryogenic temperatures, which usually necessitate transmission lines which are many wavelengths long. If not detected, eliminated, or understood, it may well either cause undue experimental difficulty or unnecessarily large errors. Fortunately, the cure, when it is practical at all, lies not in long calculations or elaborate calibration schemes, but in relatively simple laboratory precautions, i. e., in matching. 
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Here n is, of course, the insertion VSWR of the transformer and N the associated reflection coefficient magnitude i. e., Is iI' With n restricted to the range I < n Z co, it follows that 0 < N Z 1.
The two transformers in Fig. 2 are "dual" to each other in the sense that they may be employed to represent the same structure at "dual planes", i. e., T 1 and T 2 are respectively located %A/4 away from T and T As a consequence, a variety of representations involving transmission lines and transformers, some convenient, some not, are possible for a given lossless structure. For example, when loss is neglected, a transmission cavity can be represented to a good approximation as in Fig. 3(a) , or when n 2 :l, the dual of transformer 1: n 2 , is employed, as in Fig. 3(b) . Assuming the which is given by
is of interest in connection with the transmission properties of the system, it is worth noting from eq. (1) that 1
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To find the system resonances (transmissions) one need therefore only examine the minima'of irIT1, as will be done below.
Starting with the matrices of eqsP (2) and (3), one finds on cascading that TI1 for the network of Fig. 4 is
This expression is still perfectly general in that no assumptions have been made; it refers to any three ideal transformers with turns ratios in the indicated directions, separated by transmission lines of arbitrary length. On making the very good assumption that reasonably near resonance the transformers have constant values, so that only KI and KI 2 are frequency dependent, one sees that the first factor can be discarded and only the minima of a function F(K),which is proportional to IT 11 1, needs to be ex-
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This function can be visualized as a planar " celestial" system as follows: It gives the variation of the distance from a point (the origin), which is fixed in space with respectI to a "sun" (located at +1), to a "satellite" of a "moon" of a eplanet" of the same sun.
Equation (7) is invariant to the interchange of indexes I and 2, so that in the case of interest it is not material whether the cavity lies to the left or the right of the long line. However, let us assume for definiteness that transformers 1 and 3 are associated with the cavity, so that N, and N 3 are both reasonably close to unity and 1 is short.
The length 1 2 then represents the long line and is large, and N2 represents the discontinuity.
The motion of the satellite is somewhat easier to picture when eq. (7) two different frequencies when the obstacle is present. Assuming sensitivity limits C 2 and C 3 , respectively, five and seven frequency-wise roughly equispaced separate transmissions would be observable.
It can be seen that in general the cavity resonant frequency cannot be expected to coincide with one of the system transmission frequencies. The important consequence of this fact is that the cavity resonant frequency cannot be determined, except very approximately, in the presence of additional obstacles separated from the cavity by a long transmission line. When more than one obstacle is present, multiple transmissions can of course also be expected.
When the "long' line is substantially shorter than in the example of 
IV. Reflection Cavity, Long Line and Small Obstacle
One might expect a long line effect, similar to the one discussed above, in connection with a reflection cavity (n 2 , I 2) when it is separated from a discontinuity n 1 by a long transmission line II as shown in 
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To ' Note that 81 is not 0,,the phase of r, but is simply relate to it by 0= 201 t. system could never approach the broad bandedness implied by the example of Fig.9 ; nevertheless when 11/12 is substantially larger than the valueusedhere, the phase behavior in a reasonable band near cavity resonance is of the type shown. These effects can be especially troublesome when, for example, frequency adjustments are made by use of a detection system which is subsequently replaced by some other termination since, presumably, the effect may be present, and in different forms, with either of these terminations, unless they are well matched. If these effects are to be avoided, all precautions including the use of well tuned isolators (at the far end from the cavity of any long lines present) should be seriously considered.
While this long line effect was noted and considered in connection with a cryogenic system in which long waveguides are required to reach into a dewar, it no doubt occurs also in a variety of entirely different situations in which cavities and long transmission lines must be used.
